
   2011 Container Vegetable List 
 

Tomatoes 
Better Bush VFFNASt—(68 Days)  Compact, short internode growth habit perfect for large 
containers or the small garden.  Produces 4” tomatoes weighing 8-12 oz.  Great disease resistance. 
 
Bush Early Girl Hybrid—(54 Days)  Compact plant, patio-sized variety.  Huge yields of firm, meaty 
flavorful tomatoes.  Determinate 
 
Bush Goliath VFN—(68 Days)  Perfect for the patio gardeners or those with limited space.  Grows 
about 3 ½’ tall.  Produces 3”-4” tomatoes, flavorful, high sugar content.  Determinate 
 
Husky Cherry Red Hybrid VFA—(65 Days)  All season-long production of 1” tomatoes with 
excellent flavor.  Perfect for small spaces or large containers.  Determinate 
 
Patio Kabob VF—(65 Days)  Only need an 8”-10” pot as plants only grow to about 18” tall, but are 
loaded with ping pong ball sized tomatoes.  Great for the skewer! 
 
Patio Hybrid VF—(65 Days)  Great for containers or small space gardening  Grows 2’ tall and 
produces bunches of firm, round red 4 ounce tomatoes.  Determinate 
 
Patio Teacup Red VF—(62 Days)  Compact, bushy plant that only grows 6”-8” tall.  Fits well into 8” 
container on the patio.  Produces red, large, sweet grape-sized tomatoes. 
 
Patio Teacup Yellow VF—(62 Days)  Compact, bushy plant that only grows 6”-8” tall.  Fits well into 
8” container on the patio.  Produces yellow, large, sweet grape-sized tomatoes. 
 

Peppers 
Apache Red Chili—(65 Days)  HOT  A delightful dwarf Chili pepper for the patio container.  
Produces 3” long peppers all summer.  Matures green to red, but can enjoy green or red. 
 
Patio Tasty Hotwings—(71 Days)  HOT  Produces 1 ½” x ¾” peppers on plants easily grown in a 
container.  Use in kabobs salsa and wing sauces.  Matures green to red, but enjoy green or red. 
 
Redskin Hybrid—(65 Days)  SWEET  Perfect for a 10” container, grows 16” tall, producing sweet 
red bell peppers 4” long all summer.  Matures green to red, but can enjoy green or red. 
 

Eggplant 
Hansel Hybrid—(55 Days)  Produces clusters of dark purple eggplants, with few seeds.  Harvest at 
3”-10” in length.  Plants are compact less than 3 feet tall. 
 



Gretel Hybrid—(55 Days)  Produces clusters of pure white eggplants, with few seeds.  Harvest at 
3”-10” in length.  Plants are compact less than 3 fee tall. 
 

Okra 
Green Fingers—(45 Days)  Compact, bushy 15” tall variety with attractive foliage and pastel yellow 
flowers that is ideal for patio vegetable gardening.  Produces 4” green pods until frost. 
 

Cucumber 
Salad Bush Hybrid—(57 Days)  A unique space-saving AAS winner perfect for large containers.  
Produces 8” uniformly dark green cucumbers that are delicious tasting and has good yields. 
Recommended by KSU. 
 
Farfare Hybrid—(62 Days)  Perfect compact variety for large container.  Great disease resistance.  
Produces large 9” dark green cucumbers, nice for slicing into your salad. 
 

Lettuce 
Simply Salad Alfresco Mix—Grow this salad mix in a large bowl container.  This mix has a true 
Mediterranean flavor and feel to it.  It includes lettuces, arugula, endive and radicchio.  Visually a 
very attractive mix and even better when it’s in your salad bowl.  Trim off plants and it regrows 
another salad in a few weeks. 
 
Simply Salad Global Gourmet Mix—Grow this salad mix in a large bowl container.  This mix has a 
nice mix of Asian flavors and herbs for use in salads or stir-fry.  This mix includes lettuces, brsssicas 
and Asian herbs.  It offers different leaf textures in shades of greens and bronze.  Trim off plants 
and it regrows another salad in a few weeks. 
 
Simply Salad City Garden Mix—Grow this salad mix in a large bowl container.  This traditional mix 
of lettuce varieties includes many shades of greens and bronze and offers many different leaf 
textures.  Trim off plants for your salad and it regrows another salad in a few weeks. 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 


